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1. SHOW FACTS
EVENT DATES :   12 TH Feb,  2018
LOCATION :  Internat iona l  Convent ion C ity  Bashundhara ,
Kur i l  B ishwa Road,  Purbachal  Express Highway,  Khi lkhet ,
Dhaka ,  Bang ladesh .
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Come Let’s Imagine The Future Together

A n  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Ev e n t  f o c u s e d  o n 
Techno logy and Innovat ion for  Fash ion .

2. EVENT
OVERVIEW
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ABOUT THE EVENT
A PIONEER EVENT

Apparel and Fashion Industry is on the cusp of a huge transformation and disruption enabled by digital 
and technological advances sweeping the entire business and consumer expectations landscape.

We believe that time is ripe for Bangladesh – the second largest apparel exporter to the world, to 
take a leadership role in shaping, defining and initiating a future that is sustainable and profitable 
for all stakeholders.

Bangladesh Fashionology Summit is a pioneer initiative at bringing together the Apparel and 
fashion industry innovation ecosystem from around the globe in one Place.

An event focused on bridging the gap between the present and the future of the textile and 
fashion industry in the country through technology, innovation and knowledge.

The event promises to be an ultimate platform for discovery, networking, learning and inspiration.

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to facilitate the much-needed modern, innovative, technology driven apparel 
manufacturing and supply chain conversations and build a community of industry leaders and 
innovators who will help to guide our nation to transform into a ‘next-generation’ manufacturing 
hub enabled by digital and technological advancements.

OUR METHOD

Keynotes, exhibits, knowledge sharing sessions from some of the brightest minds and most inspired 
thinkers in the space of fashion, technology, innovation from across the globe will converge at 
Bangladesh Fashionology Summit and cover a wide range of compelling topics that are shaping the 
future of our industry.

The ideas and discussions will be brought closer to reality by an exhibition in parallel hosting a 
diverse range of forward thinking exhibitors ranging from promising startups to established 
industry leaders.

All key ecosystem stakeholders for apparel and textile industry will gather to discuss,
show and tell about the latest products, technologies and innovations that will shape
the future of our industry.
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3. KEY 
CONVERSATION
THEMES
An overv iew of  the key themes which wi l l
fo rm the  ‘co re  foca l  po int ’  of  the  event .
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1 .  FACTORY OF THE FUTURE
AUTOMATION / ROBOTICS / MECHANOTRICS / COBOTS 
We discover the potential and possibilities of automation and robots and cobots on the apparel 
production floor. Develop newer perspectives on how you view your organization’s profitability in 
terms of higher productivity, reduced costs and reduced man to machine ratios. Meet the experts 
who spent their lives researching and developing tools for automation in apparel manufacturing 
much like the other developed industries like automotive and electrical.

CONNECTED SMART FACTORIES 
Apparel manufacturing is set to come of age and enter a new era of smart connected cyber physical 
systems. Discover, Interact, Learn and Connect with the top technology providers in the space of 
RFID enabled floor control systems and evaluate for yourself the feasibility and benefits of track-
ing and monitoring entire production process in real time at the touch of your finger, from your 
mobile devices from anywhere. Be prepared to meet with established industry leaders as well as 
promising start-ups in the space. Digitization is pervading every aspect of business enabled by 
advanced technologies like IoT.
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VIRTUAL PROTOTYPING 
While not radically new to the industry, apparel makers are only just beginning to scratch the surface 
of the potential of 3D CAD and Patternmaking, Virtual Prototyping and Visual Photorealistic 
Simulation tools. Buyers and brands are actively trying to reduce the time to market by adoption 
of smart product development software systems like Lectra Modaris, Tuka CAD 360 or Visual 
Assyst. The entire transition and real value chain advantages of these technologies depends on 
their active adoption by the supply end of the value chain. 

CYBER SECURITY AND DIGITAL HYGIENE
With more and more technologies and services being provided via cloud platforms on subscription 
based models, cyber security becomes a prime concern for organizations seeking the transition 
from legacy systems to cloud based systems.  Moreover, it becomes more and more important 
to educate and train the entire organization work force with the dos and don’ts of maintaining a 
sound digital secure hygiene. Learn from the leading technology providers in the space cyber 
security and enterprise immune system and come prepared with all your questions to get the 
answers you seek right from the experts.
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2. ON DEMAND MANUFACTURING
AND MASS  CUSTOMIZAT ION

Changing Customer Expectations are forcing the traditional fashion business models to 
re-think and change their business especially so when they feel the threat from tech savvy 
heavyweights like Amazon and young start-ups like Shoes of Prey, Unmade, and Farfetched etc. 

Innovative ways to service the customers and provide newer and elevated levels of customer 
experiences, giving the customer what they want, when they want and where they want.
 
Explore and discover the tools, technologies that are enabling this transition. We hope to bring 
together under one roof some of the sharpest minds and most innovative thinkers to initiate the 
much -needed conversations around newer mass customization models.
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3. ECO AND SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION

We can thank our stars that our next generation cares about the environment. They make their 
purchase decisions based on their deepest held value systems. If you are brand or a product that 
pollutes or harms the earth, forget about being able to sell a lot to a whole lot of these eco 
conscious and aware customers. 

More brands are  now pay ing heed to  susta inab i l i ty  and env i ronmenta l  impact  of 
the i r  products  and the whole  appare l  eco-system is  buzz ing with  innovat ions .

Join the conversations and discover the latest technologies, innovations, products focused on 
saving water, saving resources and the planet. Bio fibers, waterless dyeing, converting waste to 
brand new fibers - it’s all happening here.
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4. SMART WEARABLES/ FASHION TECH FUSION

It is not difficult anymore to visualize a fashion designer fiddling with wires and circuits in 
addition to fabrics, textures, silhouettes. Fashion and Technology fusion is gaining a steady 
and firm foothold in the apparel and fashion industry. 

Technology giant Google and apparel giant Levi’s collaborating to develop conductive denim fabric 
via project Jacquard, the Commute Jacket is not the stuff of a science fiction, but a jacket that 
was launched for customers to buy as part for Spring Summer 2017 collection!! Smart Sensors 
to monitor heart rate, conductive threads and LED lit up clothing, customized displays on clothing 
which change colors in response to your emotions, or even clothing that transmits ‘hugs’ electronically.

Explore the new age fashion which is a fine blend of engineering and aesthetics as we bring 
the truly inspirational products and product makers to the Bangladesh Fashionology Summit.
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4. SPEAKERS
We are reaching out to the most innovative minds and inspired thinkers from across the globe to 
join us at the Bangladesh Fashionology Summit. Because we believe that Bangladesh is ready for 
innovation and transformation into its new avatar. Some of the speakers below are confirmed. 
Some we are in conversations with and very close to confirming. We will be updating this space we 
receive more confirmations. It is an impressive line-up of speakers from across the globe. Surely 
worth your time and attention to attend our event.
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SPEAKERS NAME:
RAM SAREEN
CEO / COACH / FOUNDER, 
TUKATECH. Industry Veteran in 
the apparel technology  and 
3D virtual prototyping space.

Topic - Digital Apparel Product  
Development for Industry 4.0.

V IKAS RAYKAR
RESEARCH SCIENTIST, IBM 
WASTON. An expert on Artificial 
Intelligence and its application in 
Apparel and Fashion.

Topic - Cognitive Fashion - 
Data is the New Black.

DAVID BIRNBAUM
GARMENT GURU / TRANSFER 
PRICING EXPERT AND 
STRATEGIC ADVISOR TO 
WORLD BANK.

Topic - What Technologies are 
Key for Future of Apparel 
Industry in Bangladesh?

MUCHANETA KAPFUNDE
FOUNDER AND EDITOR IN 
CHEIF OF  FASHNERD 
MAGAZINE COVERING 
FASHIONTECH.

Topic - Fashion and Technology 
Fusion - Future Trends.

AMANDA COSCO
FOUNDER - ELECTRIC RUNWAY.   
A future fashion content /event 
series platform for discovering 
fashion tech.

Topic - Fashion Tech - A Peek 
into the Future.

DR.  MIKE FRALIX
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF 
TC2. A leading technology 
consultancy in fashion industry 
specializing in body scanning.

Topic - Mass Customization in 
Fashion Enabled by Body Scanning.

R ICHARD OLIVER
CEO OF THEUNSEEN  - a 
material innovation, R&D, 
and technology licensing  
business focusing on blending 
technology and design.

Topic - Intelligent Materials for 
Fashion - Innovative Frontiers.

MR DAVID LEPROVOST
SALES DIRECTOR ASEAN 
AT LECTRA.

Topic - Cutting Room 4.0 for 
Apparel Industry.

SUNIL SHEWAKRAMANI
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
– APPAREL AT LI & FUNG 
INDIA PVT LTD.

Topic - Digitalization of 
Apparel Supply Chain – the 
Future Roadmap.
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5. ABOUT THE 
ORGANIZER
An event brought to you by experienced,
re p u te d  a n d  a p p a re l  I n d u st r y  fo c u se d
event  company.
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BANGLADESH APPAREL EXCHANGE
ABOUT US

OUR MISSION AND VISION

Over the last few decades, Bangladesh has established itself as a trusted location in the apparel 
sourcing world. As the country readies itself to make the giant leap from mere apparel producer to 
a manufacturer of a premium fashion product, the professional demands on the sector escalate dramatically.

BAE is an initiative specifically geared to facilitate this transition, by means of the development 
of the local apparel industry through the exchange of expert knowledge and connections to 
the appropriate partners, and by creating a platform that allows perceptions to be changed.

The product, marketing, the promotion of sustainability and the exchange of knowledge are the 
tools we use to achieve these goals, and this has been realized in the organization of several 
internationally recognized trade events that have helped nurture beneficial business relationships 
and have served as the ideal forums for the exchange of knowledge.

We are neither a government agency nor an NGO, but are driven by a passion for
serving the apparel industry and developing relationships with partners and assisting 
in their transition to becoming a part of the Bangladesh apparel success story!

Bangladesh Fashionology Summit is brought to you by Bangladesh Apparel Exchange.

Bangladesh Apparel Exchange (BAE) is an organization, established to promote the Bangladesh 
apparel industry, and aims to offer a platform for the exchange of knowledge and expertise, 
combined with best working practices.

The BAE is established by the management and development team behind the highly regarded 
Bangladesh Denim Expo and Sustainable Apparel Forum (SAF). It is the brainchild of Mr. Mostafiz 
Uddin, CEO and Founder of BAE, along with his brothers Mr. Mohiuddin Rubel who is the Managing 
Director and Mr. Mezba Uddin who is the Director of the Organization respectively.

Having worked in the Bangladesh denim industry for 20 years Mr. Mostafiz Uddin is now Managing 
Director of Denim Expert Ltd., the most highly respected denim manufacturer in Bangladesh, and 
he has developed a wide scope of  experience and in-depth knowledge of the apparel business. His 
experiences have led to the initiative to facilitate and encourage the exchange of knowledge 
and expertise within the Bangladeshi apparel community.
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“My personal desire is to make a difference for 
my industry, but equally for my country. I want 
to be the agent of change who, together with 
my friends and colleagues in the fashion world, 
sets a new scene for how international buyers 
and brands see Bangladesh now and in the 
future”

Mr. Mostafiz Uddin
Founder & CEO of 
Bangladesh Apparel Exchange (BAE)

“Fusion of fashion with technology is the foremost 
requirement to retain the leadership position 
of Bangladesh in global apparel export market 
in the coming days. Through Bangladesh 
Fashionology Summit Bangladesh Apparel 
Exchange (BAE) endeavors to strengthen the 
country’s position by making the bridge between 
the present and future.”

Mr. Mohiuddin Rubel
Managing Director of 

Bangladesh Apparel Exchange (BAE)

“One of the objectives of Bangladesh Apparel 
Exchange (BAE) is to promote Bangladesh as 
the sourcing hub of premium apparel products 
through technological advancement and supremacy 
in innovation. To achieve this very objective the 
BAE is bringing together the latest innovation 
and technologies of the entire apparel world under 
one roof of Bangladesh Fashionology Summit.”

Mr. Mezba Uddin
Director of 

Bangladesh Apparel Exchange (BAE)
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OUR EVENTS

‘Implementing Partner’ in ‘In Collaboration With Partner’ in 
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6.  GOOD REASONS 
TO VISIT THE SUMMIT

2
3
4

1Bangladesh Fashionology Summit is a pioneer initiative at bringing
together the apparel and fashion industry innovation ecosystem
from around the globe in one place.

Focused on bridging the gap between the present and the future of
the textile and fashion industry in the country through technology,
innovation and knowledge.

An ultimate platform for discovery, networking, learning and 
inspiration.

Providing a wide range of ideas for upcoming fashion & technology
in apparel industry.

5An opportunity to listen to the most innovative and inspiring thinkers 
and business leaders from the industry.
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7. WHO WILL
BE BENEFITED?
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The event aims to attract a wide spectrum of the fashion, technology and innovation stakeholders 
across the entire ecosystem. Brands / retailers, garment manufacturers, technology and innovation 
companies like software as a service providers, innovative fabric/accessory makers, designers, 
innovative start-ups, product innovators etc.

If you have anything to do with apparel industry innovation, digitalization of apparel value 
chain, integration of technology, automation and data in innovative ways to improve value for 
customers, Bangladesh Fashionology Summit is the destination for you this February 2018.

• The top management of manufacturers of apparel and textile in Bangladesh.
• The technical teams of factories who deal with water, waste, chemical, energy, and  
 sustainability as well.
• The organizations supporting the development of the textile and apparel industry in  
 Bangladesh like govt. trade bodies, foreign delegations , financial  institutions, development   
 partners etc.
• Research and academic institutions engaged in developing updated technologies and processes  
 in appeal supply chain.
• Brands and Retailers.
• Digital / Technology based solution providers.
• Designers / Product - Developers.
• Aspiring start-ups.
• Young and enterprising fashion industry professionals.
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8. VISITOR SERVICE

ACCOMODATION

WIFI

TRANSPORTATION

FOOD ZONE

MEETING ROOM

FOOD COURT

We will provide a transport service 
to visitors from Kuril Flyover to 
summit ground in every 10 minutes 
to International Convention City 
Bashundhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

We offer rooms in multiple hotels at 
amazing discount rates. Book your 

room today

BANGLADESH FASHIONOLOGY 
SUMMIT provides meeting rooms, 
the perfect place for private busi-
ness discussions.

BANGLADESH FASHIONOLOGY 
SUMMIT provides a food corner 
from where visitor can have deli-
cious food on payment.

Our food zone is the ideal place for 
extended discussions in a private and 

serene atmosphere.

BANGLADESH FASH IONOLOGY  
SUMMIT offers free WIFI access during 
the show. Enjoy fast internet without 

any barriers.



Thanks!
C O N TA C T
MR. REDWANUL KARIM TUSHAR
VISITOR.SERVICES@BANGLADESHDENIMEXPO.COM

MOBILE:+880 1799 814264, +880 1799 814265

FOLLOW US  ON
WWW.BANGLADESHFASHIONOLOGYSUMMIT.COM

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CITY
BASHUNDHARA, DHAKA - BANGLADESH


